
Adult

Pick up service：7:00-22:00    drop off service：7:00-22:00

$49 $149 $49 $200 $90/Room/Night $100 $70 $30/PAX

2018Arrive Shanghai Date(On Sunday)

Child 
under 18 
years 
with bed

Child under 
18 years 
without bed

Single 
room

Extra night hotel
(withbreakfast)

Optional tour
(compulsory,
children will 
be the same)

Service fee
(children will 
be thesame)

Extra 
transfer

Jan：NO Feb：18 Mar：4,18 Apr：15,29

May：13,27 Jun：10,24 Jul：8,22 Aug：5,19

Sep：16,30 Oct：14,28 Nov：11,25 Dec：9,23

CEEC07  East China 7 Days 
Shopping Tour (2018)

Day1：Arrive Shanghai(no meal)
Arrive Shanghai airport. China's most popular metropolis that has attracted the 
visitors from all over the world.Pick up and transfer to the hotel. Free on your own.
Hotel: Regal Plaza Hotel & Residence Shanghai5* or similar

Included: •Hotels and Meals in each city as shown on the itinerary
•Limousine Service •Entrance fees on the itinerary •English-speaking tour guide in each city
Not included:•International or domestic air ticket ground on the itinerary
•Expenditure of a personal nature •Chinese visa for U.S. passports •Optional & Tipping

OPTIONAL TOUR(COMPULSORY),$100/PAX, the Garden of Couples Retreat in Suzhou+ Li Garden in Wuxi+the West Lake 
boat ridein Hangzhou+ the Bund view in Shanghai.
OPTIONAL TOUR(NOT COMPULSORY): Suzhou : boat ride on the Beijing-Hangzhou Grand Canal: USD25/PP
Hangzhou: the Romance of the Song Dynasty Show: USD45/PP
Shanghai: Huangpu River night cruise: USD40/PP       WE CHARGE $90/PAX IF YOU PAY THE 3 PROGRAMS IN ADVANCE.

Day2：Shanghai/Suzhou(B/L)
After breakfast, enjoy your free morning. Then transferred to the city of Suzhou, 
often referred to as the "Venice of the East". Upon arrival, visit the Suzhou’s Bird 
Nest, designed by Paul Andrew who also designed the Beijing’s Bird Nest.
Hotel: Suzhou Grand Metro ParkHotel 5* or similar

Day3：Suzhou/Wuxi(B/L/D)
After breakfast, we will visit the Garden of Couple's Retreat. It is the world's cultural 
heritage. It has survived to the present and is kept in a good state of preservation and its 
artistic perfection, the garden has had a good reputation, popularly known as “Oriental 
romantic” (compulsory program, $25/PAX) Then visit the silk embroidery factory for 
a demonstration on the silk-making process. Transfer to Wuxi after lunch, visit the Li 
Garden, located in the bank of the Lake Li with beautiful scene, is one of the main 
beautiful spots of Tai Lake. The garden is surrounded with water on three sides. It 
became vivid because of the water, it shows the interests of "the artificial hill the real 
water".(compulsory program, $25/PAX）. Then visit the Zisha Tea-Pot Center.
Hotel: Swiss-Bel Hotel Liyuan 5* or similar

. 

Day4：Wuxi Hangzhou(B L D)/ / /
After breakfast, proceed to visit the Pearl Breeding Center. Then transfer to 
Hangzhou, enjoy the relaxing boat ride on the West Lake, we will also take 
view of the Three Pools Mirroring the Moon(compulsory program, $25/PAX). 
Hotel: Hangzhou White Horse Lake Jianguo Hotel 5* or similar

Day5：Hangzhou/Shanghai(B/L)
Today we will visit the Dragon Well Tea Plantation to have a taste of the famous green 
tea-Dragon Well. Then transfer to Shanghai, stop by the Jewel Store. Visit the Bund, 
which is a famous waterfront and regarded as the symbol of Shanghai for hundreds of 
years. (compulsory program, $25/PAX) Have some free time visiting the City God 
Temple Plaza and the Nanjing Road, which is No. 1 commercial center in China.
Hotel: Regal Plaza Hotel & Residence Shanghai 5* or similar

.

Day6：Shanghai(B/L)
Have some free time visiting the Shanghai Xintiandi French Concession area. Later 
visit the Chinese Medicine Store. Free and easy afternoon on your own.
Hotel: Regal Plaza Hotel & Residence Shanghai 5* or similar

Day7：Shanghai/Home(B)
At specified time, transfer to airport for the homebound flight. End of the trip. 
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